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On Friday 25 September, we celebrated the 
launch of our ‘Science Hub’: comprising five 
new laboratories and another two previously 

upgraded ones. This was the first fundraising 
development project that I have undertaken as 
Headmistress and we have raised over £115,000 
from donations from parents (international and 
day), students (Junior, Senior and Sixth Form), staff 
members and governors - past and present. If there 
are any families who would like to contribute it is not 
too late: recently the PTA donated £5,000, sponsoring 
five elements from our periodic table! We are calling 
the Sixth Form lab “Sakura”; a word for cherry 
blossoms in Japanese. This is very special since it 
connotes delightful images of spring, new life, growth, 
blossoming and flourishing: all of which we try to 
inspire in our vision of education for young women.

We are delighted that this, our first capital/
development fundraising initiative, has been formally 
recognised: not only have we been shortlisted for the 
TES Independent School Awards in the ‘Fundraising 
initiative of the year’ category but we have also been 
filmed by Cambridge TV - a new Ofcom -licensed 
channel for Cambridge created to highlight the best 
in Cambridge arts, science, business and culture for 
viewers locally and around the world. 

Girls from the Junior School as well as those taking 
GCSEs and A Levels were interviewed by Cambridge 
TV about whether or not they like Science; why 
they think girls are less likely to choose Science 
subjects than boys; what can be done to support and 
encourage girls; what their career ambitions are and 
how much they know about jobs in STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) areas. 
I am delighted to let you know that the students 
were overwhelmingly enthusiastic and impressed 
the interviewer and TV crew hugely! Such enthusiasm 
is crucial – if you are in any doubt about the very real 
issue of people’s perceptions regarding women and 
science, read the recently published L’Oreal report: 
it is shocking!

We are all too aware that despite clear imperatives 
and multiple initiatives to improve diversity, women 

remain under-represented at all levels in every 
STEM discipline, bar Medicine. It is well understood 
that everyone needs role models and young 
women certainly gain much from distinguished 
female scientists who illuminate the path ahead. 
I was delighted therefore that Dame Mary Archer 
graciously agreed to be our Guest of Honour and 
to open our Science Hub. Dame Mary inspired me 
as a school girl in London in the 1980s when she 
spoke about green energy and she has continued to 
inspire many; most recently, as Chair of our National 
Science Museums Group and, previously, through her 
oversight of Addenbrooke’s Hospital Trust. 

Government statistics reveal that there is a 
worrying lack of applicants for teaching jobs 
in the Sciences. We are so fortunate to have an 
outstanding team of Science teachers to inspire 
our students, including very impressive female 
role models to help avoid gender stereotyping, 
including our Heads of Chemistry, Physics and 
Biology. Our Head of Chemistry, Dr Cristina Alves 
Martins, was one of three teachers who spoke to 
camera for the Cambridge TV programme. You can 
read about some of her views in an interview in this 
edition of Accolade. Additionally, I hope you will 
enjoy the article regarding Junior School Science 
activities, by Mrs Susan McKay, our Science and ICT 
Co-ordinator at the Junior School.

Here at St Mary’s School, Cambridge we continue 
to buck this bleak national and international trend. 
We are extremely proud that Mathematics and 
Science A Levels continue to be our most popular 
subjects and many students go on to study Science 

and related subjects at university. I hope that you 
will enjoy reading a piece from one of our rising 
stars, Catherine B., an alumna who is reading 
Astrophysics at the University of Toronto, as well as 
from current Year 9 student Annabelle B., a recent 
Bill Bryson Prize for Science Communication winner.

Women continue to be vastly under-represented 
in STEM careers. A recent Fawcett Society’s report 
presents reasons for the “leaky pipeline” of female 
participation in STEM including: a lack of female 
role models; the influence of gender stereotypes; 
and a lack of transparency around recruitment 
for senior positions. Clearly all-girls’ schools 
such as ours have a significant role to play. Once 
again, we are involved in a pioneering project. 
We are working closely with WISE, a campaign 
which inspires girls and women to study and build 
careers in STEM fields with a mission to get one 
million more women in to the UK STEM workforce. 
WISE has created this new project, which St 
Mary’s School, Cambridge was asked to trial in the 

Summer Term with our Year 8 students. Aimed at 
school girls aged 11 to 16, the pilot scheme offers 
a revolutionary approach to encouraging girls to 
consider the long term merits of choosing STEM 
subjects at both GCSE and A Level, expanding their 
general knowledge and skills and preparing them 
for successful and rewarding career opportunities. 
Again, I do hope that you find the article from 
Mrs Sarah Newbery, our Head of Careers and Work 
Experience, with a focus on this very topic of 
interest.

As the only all through girls’ school in 
Cambridgeshire, we feel it is really important to 
think about young women and their future careers 
and especially in areas where women are still 
under-represented. Consequently, we hosted the 
fourth Girls’ Schools Association (GSA) Girl Power 
STEM Careers Day for sister GSA schools in the 
East Region and local state schools, in partnership 
with UTC Cambridge. Enjoy the article on this key 
outreach project later in this issue of Accolade.

We will continue to trail blaze whether we win the 
TES Independent School Award for ‘Fundraising 
initiative of the year’, or not! I know that our girls 
and their inspiring Science teachers have enjoyed 
using our new Science Hub this term. I hope that 
all who read this special science edition of Accolade 
will also understand the commitment of all at 
St Mary’s School, Cambridge to providing a first-
class learning environment to inspire innovative 
learning for all subjects, including Science. Please 
do make a donation to this fundraising campaign. 
We are confident that our new Science Hub will 
provide the perfect platform to nurture the female 
scientists of tomorrow; citizens of a global and 
digital 21st century future, who are confident and 
able to continue to break glass ceilings! 

Autumn Term issue: 
Headmistress’ welcome 
and introduction

Our Science teachers were interviewed by Cambridge TV alongside 
Dame Mary Archer and Professor Judith Driscoll, don at Trinity 
College, eminent Physicist, current parent of two girls at St Mary’s 
School, Cambridge and a governor of our school. Professor Driscoll 
wrote the following to me during the Summer Term: 

“There is much unconscious bias in our society and also a lack of 
appreciation of the differences between men and women. As a Senior 
Professor at the University of Cambridge, who is also an active mother 
of two girls (and hence a very rare breed), I have my work cut out trying 
to shift people’s thinking. Most schools these days are shifting to a 
male way of thinking and operating. The girls’ school model (and even more the Christian one) is going out 
of fashion as people now seem to think this keeps women down in some way. Hence women now have to fit 
into the male mould of learning and thinking. And as the number of girls’ schools decreases we are seeing 
fewer and fewer British women in Science, Technology, Mathematics and Engineering in Cambridge.” 

It is well understood that 
everyone needs role models 
and young women certainly 
gain much from distinguished 
female scientists who 
illuminate the path ahead. 
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Hands on, practical, thought-provoking, with 
lots of class discussion – that’s definitely the 
way to sum up Science at St Mary’s Junior 

School, Cambridge. Without doubt when you walk 
into any classroom at the Junior School there is a 
sense of explorative learning, and none more so than 
when it’s a Science lesson. Our pupils are introduced 
to Science while in Reception class and as a school 
we focus on building the girls’ inquisitive skills 
throughout their time here. 

A large variety of topics are covered, from the 
body and plant life, chemical changes and solids, 
liquids and gases, to circuits and forces. There is 
no question that our teachers are innovative in the 
way they produce their lessons. Each class teacher 
is responsible for teaching the Science curriculum, 
but our school is very fortunate to have many 
outside resources to draw on to supplement pupils’ 
experiences. Parents are often on hand to come in 
and talk to the girls on their areas of expertise and 
the museums in Cambridge provide the school with 
excellent resources too. 

The Creative Curriculum which we follow at the 
Junior School gives the teachers the flexibility to 
combine subject learning with the topic the girls are 
following at the time. Alongside this, and throughout 
our teaching, our teachers work hard to create 
a classroom environment which is hardworking, 
happy, inquisitive, thought-provoking and diverse. 
Those quick on the uptake and who know us well will 
recognise those words as some of our foundress’, 
Mary Ward’s, characteristics. 

As well as regular Science lessons, the subject is 
also widely present in our enrichment programme. 
Followed by girls from Year 3 upwards, the 
programme encourages pupils to participate in 
various challenges. Some of these challenges 
are centred around healthy eating and an active 
lifestyle, giving the girls the chance to explore what 
this means outside the realms of the traditional 
classroom. They are given the opportunity to 
research and create a thirst for independent learning. 
From the start of their school careers with us, our 
pupils are encouraged to think through the process 
of an experiment and, as they progress through the 
school, they begin to write their experiments up in 
full, contemplating aims, predictions, results and 
whether the experiment was indeed a fair test. 

The media continues to highlight that girls are still 
very much in the background when it comes to the 
subject of Science in schools; I truly believe that at 
St Mary’s Junior School, Cambridge our girls know 
how interesting the subject is, are aware of the wide-
ranging impact scientific understanding can have 
on the outside world, and are in no doubt that STEM 
subjects are available to them should they wish to 
pursue them.

How did you become interested in Chemistry 
and Science?
I became interested in Science in Year 7 when 
I moved to a secondary school where all three 
Sciences (Chemistry, Biology and Physics) were 
taught separately. Although lessons were very 
didactic and there were no opportunities for 
practical experimentation, I simply liked learning 
about how things worked. My interest continued 
and I made the choice to follow a science route and, 
in Year 10, was also given the opportunity to choose 
one additional subject to study - I chose Analytical 
Chemistry. It was this subject that sparked my real 
interest in reading Chemistry at university.

During your studies what was your own 
experience as a female scientist?
I read Chemistry at the University of Lisbon, 
Portugal where the number of female and male 
students was well balanced. We were taught by 
female as well as male professors and lecturers. 
I was in fact taught by more female lecturers 
than male.

I then moved on to study Chemistry at PhD level at 
the School of Chemistry, University of East Anglia; 
and was surprised to be the only female PhD 
student for a couple of years. At the time there was 
only one female lecturer in the department, a clear 
contrast from what I had experienced in Portugal.

After my PhD, I worked as a postdoctoral researcher 
for nearly five years. The work environment was 
more competitive and it continued to be more 
male dominated. I learned that I needed to be 
competitive and cooperative at the same time to 
complete a series of milestones in a timely fashion! 
After this period I worked for a biotech company 
before returning to university to study for a PGCE in 
Chemistry and Science.

What made you want to champion girls in STEM 
subjects through teaching?
Throughout my PhD years, I was involved in 
helping out undergraduate students during their 
practical laboratory sessions as a demonstrator. I 
also helped with undergraduate tutorials, taught 
a foundation course and whilst a postdoctoral 
researcher I supervised PhD students and taught 
a module of a Masters course in drug discovery. 
In addition I was also an Open University tutor for 
seven years.

The eureka moment was 
when I moved into a biotech 
company. Working as a 
research scientist made me 
realise that I would be going 
down the research route 
with no further lecturing 
opportunities – and I would 
miss that part.

How do you think events like the GSA Girl Power: 
Women in Bio-Technology and Engineering 
Conference can help encourage girls to get into 
science-related careers?
Events like the GSA conference show girls that a 
degree is just the start of a journey. After this there 
are many routes and paths that lead to all sorts of 
exciting science careers. They learn that scientists 
move on to study at Masters and PhD levels; allowing 
them to progress into other jobs or specialise in areas 
that they find exciting. It gives the girls the idea that 
they don’t yet need to know what they want to be and 
that there are many different routes into some jobs 
and careers.

These events provide girls with many role models who 
they can admire, i.e. women from different cultures 
and backgrounds working in science. 

What would your message be to girls wanting 
to pursue science in higher education or the 
workplace?
A career in science or involving science is highly 
rewarding and fun. Be curious, ask questions and look 
for answers. Be inquisitive and daring and think for 
yourself. Remember that when a door closes another 
opens elsewhere - and often leading you into a better 
path. Don’t forget to see the fun side of experiences 
and events happening around you. Go for it!

What initiatives are you involved with at our 
school?
There is some amazing STEM work taking place 
with pupils in the Junior School thanks to our STEM 
Co-ordinator, Mrs Shercliff. This has inspired an 
initiative which will provide girls starting in Year 7 
with curriculum time to carry out a STEM project. 
Dr Alexandra Cardwell (Head of Year 7 Science 
and teacher of Chemistry), Mrs Shercliff and I met 
last Summer Term to discuss how best to plan 
and implement this initiative. We look forward to 
introducing this STEM project to Year 8 and Year 9 
students in the near future.

Explorative learning 
at the Junior School

Spotlight on Dr Cristina Alves Martins -
Head of Chemistry and Science at
St Mary’s School, Cambridge

Mrs Susan McKay, Year 6 teacher, Science and ICT 
Co-ordinator at St Mary’s Junior School, Cambridge
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Speakers at the event were all women of 
extraordinary talent and dedication working 
at the top of their fields. Among them was 

Dame Mary Archer DBE who spoke about The 
Science of Good Health, highlighting the founding 
‘fathers’ of modern medicine from X-ray imaging to 
the magic ‘bullet drug’. She put the students’ minds 
at ease, highlighting that although it can be 
difficult to see in the classroom environment how 
these subjects are applied in the real world, the 
fact remains that STEM disciplines underpin every 
aspect of our lives and are essential to our future; 
economically, environmentally, socially and so on.

Dr Jasmine Fisher, Senior Researcher at Microsoft 
Research Cambridge and a Group Leader at the 
Department of Biochemistry, the University of 
Cambridge, shared her journey to career fulfilment. 
Dr Fisher’s story demonstrated to the girls that 
there isn’t just one clearly defined path to get 
to where you want to be. From starting out in 
Israel and ending in Cambridge via Hungary and 
Switzerland, Dr Fisher stressed that “the most 
important thing is to love what you do” and her 
own journey is a case in point.

The students were privileged to hear from a panel 
of female scientists and engineers from CamAWiSE 
and STEM Team East who introduced them to 
the diverse career paths available through STEM 

studies. From Nikita Hari, a researcher, academic 
and social entrepreneur, who told the girls “Science 
knows no gender – being a woman in engineering 
is pretty exciting and rewarding” to Katie Symons, 
a structural engineer, who let the students into a 
secret – designing buildings isn’t just for architects.

Perhaps Azu Hatch, a STEM ambassador and 
mechanical services and acoustics engineer at Mott 
MacDonald, left the group with the most profound 
thought of the day. She doesn’t believe there is such 
a thing as a career path, more a career patchwork 
quilt that you wrap yourself in. She advocates 
getting our youngsters enthused about STEM from 
very early on – especially as research shows that 
girls start losing interest in these disciplines from 
as early as eight years old.

A break-out session on Nanotechnology enabled the 
girls to get involved with practical experiments and 
a hands-on session looked at human-centred 
design, where the students used ideation cards 
to think creatively about how digital systems 
could and should be designed, led by Ewa Luger, 
a postdoctoral researcher at Microsoft Research 
Cambridge. The girls also heard from Professor 
Averil Macdonald OBE on the value of studying 
Science in the Sixth Form by looking at how to 
use your natural aptitudes to find a job where like-
minded people are happy and successful. Professor 

Cecilia Mascolo, Professor of Mobile Systems in the 
Computer Laboratory, University of Cambridge, 
introduced the girls to the secrets of mobile phone 
sensing while Dr Hilarie Bateman, Admissions 
Tutor at Murray Edwards College, University of 
Cambridge, talked to the students about university 
applications. Further careers presentations 
included an introduction to opportunities 
for scientists in drug discovery by Dr Urszula 
Grabowska, Contract Research Organization and 
External Collaborations Manager at Medivir.

This inspirational conference enabled the 
young women who attended to gain a much 
greater insight into the sheer diversity of roles 
at the cutting edge of scientific research and 
implementation. It is hoped that this will inspire 

more of them to pursue the subjects and go on to 
access careers in STEM related fields in the future.

A key driver for so many of these inspirational 
women has been wanting to make a difference; 
affecting people’s lives for the better and applying 
science to everyday life. For example, Dr Sarah 
Bohndiek started off wanting to study the 
stars through Astrophysics and decided a more 
satisfying route was to change other people’s lives 
for the better, and so she moved to Human Physics 
and the study of breast cancer. Our aim for the day 
was to open the students’ minds to the wonderful 
array of possibilities available now and in the 
future in STEM careers and to enable the girls to 
think and operate confidently as women and as 
potential scientists.

“Science knows no gender” – 
students at biennial STEM careers 
conference are told

“Science knows no gender – 
being a woman in engineering 
is pretty exciting and 
rewarding.”

More than 250 students from 13 state and independent schools across the Eastern 
region attended the GSA Girl Power: Women in Bio-Technology and Engineering 
Conference in October organised by St Mary’s School, Cambridge in partnership 
with UTC Cambridge, which offered female students aged 15 to 18 insights into 
a range of scientific careers. 



What are your favourite subjects?
I like all subjects; they are all really interesting. I like 
the fact that they all play their part in life. For example, 
what if one day your friend was kidnapped using a 
saucepan-shaped laser and to free them you had to 
figure out an algebraic equation, spell onomatopoeia 
correctly five times, jump on the spot four times, say 
what happened at The Last Supper, identify a Picasso, 
know what crescendo means, sew a straight stitch and 
then just open a door? It could happen!

What most interests you within the realm of 
science? 
The realm of science is vast. I couldn’t possibly 
pinpoint one thing, especially as I don’t have the 
knowledge to comprehend everything that is 
possibly out there. The brain is amazing, elements 
are amazing, and formulas of various light speeds 
are amazing... So, basically everything interests me 
within the realm of science!

Can you tell us about your entry for the Bill 
Bryson Prize for Science Communication? 
The aim of the Bill Bryson Prize is for young people to 
investigate the ‘realm of science’ under an ambiguous 
title, last year being ‘chance’. My entry entailed a 
short video with long hours behind it. It was about 
risk, particularly a unit of risk, ‘micromort’ (a unit 
of risk measuring a one-in-a-million probability of 
death). You could, technically, count your number 
of micromorts to determine your ultimate demise, 
but there are far nicer things to focus on! I decided to 
enter after learning about the prize during the science 
festival at school - it got my mind ticking, so I decided 
to take the plunge, and it didn’t turn out too badly. 

What would you say to anyone who is interested in 
learning more about science? 
To get involved in science you could just breathe and 
observe animals (biology); you could mix different 
ingredients to make a cake (chemistry); you could 
observe different lights and mirrors (physics); or you 

could think about the universe and why we are 
here (philosophy). 

You could do whatever you want. Especially now 
with that tedious thing called the ‘World Wide Web’ 
you could discover anything, almost literally at 
your fingertips. 

Will you pursue your passion for science?
I think I will choose to continue studying Science 
at A Level even though A Levels are still quite out of 
my reach as a Year 9 student. To me, science is like 
a blanket term to cover the world with; something 
that I’m still coming to grips with. So, yes, I want 
to continue my journey of science discovery.

Who is the one person you think of as a role 
model in the world of science?
At the moment, I’d say Rosalind Franklin. When I 
first came across her (in Year 6 for a DNA project), 
I passed over her, so to speak, in favour of Crick 
and Watson, the people with a Nobel Prize. 
Rosalind was an absolutely remarkable woman 
who accomplished much during her 37 years as a 
chemist and an X-ray crystallographer. She helped 
pave the way to understanding DNA and RNA. Her 
famous photo, Photo 51, helped Crick and Watson 
with their discovery. She was an intelligent woman 
who knew how to use her talents, and for that 
reason should be celebrated.

Final thoughts 
Go ahead and knock them dead with your ideas; “Live 
Long and Prosper” and “May the Force be with You”!
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The St Mary’s School, Cambridge science 
festival is a special time each March when 
the school is dazzled by science in a range 

of contexts and levels of complexity. Each year 
many of our young scientists take advantage of 
the opportunity to share science in a more tangible 
form with peers. The 2015 programme, ‘Unfrozen 
light’, aimed to provide students and staff with 
opportunities to take part in activities and attend 
lectures given by outside speakers.

Lunch time activities ranged from snowflake 
making and the classic demonstration experiments 
of ‘northern lights’, ‘howling jelly babies’ and the 
‘thermite reaction’, through to Ganong’s light 
screen experiment and exploring prisms and the 
nature of light. The end of the programme of 
activities was celebrated by the girls making fizzy 
ice cream using solid carbon dioxide. 

The students also enjoyed two excellent lectures. 
Dr Tong, from the University of Cambridge, gave 
an inspirational talk, ‘Combining a love for animals 

and the outdoors with science’. This talk was well 
attended by our students as well as guest students 
from the neighbouring Heritage School. Students 
were led through Dr Tong’s most recent research, 
into cuckoos’ eggs, looking at how eggs evolve in 
such a way that makes them very successful 
brood parasites. 

The Director of the Radiological Protection Centre 
at St George’s Healthcare NHS Trust, Dr Badr, 
led a talk on ‘Physics in action’ which showed 
students the application of X-rays in health care 
and the role of a physicist in guiding and assisting 
practitioners, ensuring that the right dose of X-rays 
is administered to patients. 

The students (and staff) enjoyed the programme 
of activities immensely, bringing science to life 
across the range of disciplines and age groups. 

Bringing science to life

Dr Cristina Alves Martins - Head of Science; 
Head of Chemistry at St Mary’s School, Cambridge

AccolAde

We were delighted to hear about Annabelle’s 
success in the Bill Bryson Prize for Science 
Communication last year. It is a creative 
science communication competition open 
to students around the world from age five 
to 18. The theme for 2015 was ‘Chance in 
science’. From the big bang to evolution, and 
probability to penicillin, all kinds of scientific 
concepts relate to ‘chance’.

From the 500 entries received, which were 
judged by Bill Bryson and Robert Parker 
(CEO of the Royal Society of Chemistry) among 
others, Anabelle’s entry ‘What’s the Chance?’ 
made it in to the shortlist of the top 25 entries 
to the competition. 

Spotlight on Year 9 
student Annabelle B.

The brain is amazing, elements 
are amazing, and formulas 
of various light speeds are 
amazing... 



As you have heard from Ms Avery, since 
September our school has five new state-
of-the-art laboratories which alongside 

two previously upgraded laboratories comprise 
our Science Hub. The new facilities are bright 
and spacious providing a positive atmosphere for 
learning. Students are arranged in a semi-circle 
facing the interactive white board and the teacher, 
creating a lively and engaging environment for 
learning and scientific discussions. One of the major 
benefits of the new Science Hub is that all three 
departments, Biology, Chemistry and Physics are in 
the same area - which enables the three departments 
to work as a team, sharing teaching and learning 
strategies and resources.

The new classroom design also provides a safe and 
positive setting to carry out practical work. The 
installation of fume cupboards in each of the new 
laboratories makes it possible to carry out Chemistry 
practical lessons in any of them. In Chemistry we 
are developing the students’ critical thinking and 
application of knowledge to solve problems. For 
example, Year 9 and Year 10 students have just 
completed a practical task in which they devised 
a method to separate mixtures, carried out the 
practical work and then evaluated the separation 
method - suggesting improvements to it. 

In Year 9, Chemistry students have been working on 
the use of models to explain concepts which can’t 
easily be seen. Students produced very creative 
models to explain the particle arrangements 
in solids, liquids and gases. They are currently 
researching and evaluating different models used 
through history to describe the structure of an atom.

Furthermore, to continue the great STEM work 
carried out at the Junior School we have been 
introducing STEM projects in Year 7 Science lessons. 
Last year we completed a project in Biology on 
plant reproduction which enabled students to 
research how plants reproduced and then use 
creative ways to present the information to the 
class. Students took ownership and were deeply 
engaged in the project, developing their use of IT 
as well as presentation and communication skills. 
The students’ feedback was extremely positive so 
this year we have also introduced a Physics project 
on parachutes, which will run throughout the whole 
year. The students will be investigating key factors 
which make a good parachute and using their 
findings to design a parachute which will safely 
deliver an egg without it breaking. 

It is fair to say that the new Science Hub is 
continuing and accelerating our students’ passion 
for learning in all areas of Science.
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State-of-the-art Science Hub
for practical learning 
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Spotlight on alumna 
Catherine B.

Dr Alexandra Cardwell, teacher of Chemistry & 
Head of Year 7 Science

“The brain is a muscle and 
as you explore more, in any 
field, you’re exercising your 
curiosity.”

What are you currently studying and where?
I’m studying Physical Sciences and Philosophy 
at the University of Toronto. I liked the education 
system on offer in Canada, which merges the 
English single subject and US broad education 
styles. Here I can study almost any course the 
university offers, but still work towards a specialist 
degree or potentially multiple majors. 

What most interests you within the realm of 
Physics? 
I find that a lot of the weird and wonderful stuff 
that almost overlaps with Philosophy is what most 
interests me. I love learning about it! 

What did you most enjoy about your studies at 
St Mary’s School, Cambridge?
I took Mathematics, Physics, and History at A Level. 
I had always loved Physics but was only studying 
Mathematics as it’s a requirement for Physics 
degrees. During my A Levels, I accidentally started 
to love Mathematics and now I’m taking courses 
above requirement here at University of Toronto. 
History was always of interest to me and I think 
it’s important to have the skills the subject teaches 
such as research and analysis, no matter which 
area you are going into. 

Do you get involved with science-related extra-
curricular activities?
I attended as many university events as possible 
during my time at school. They are a great way to 
broaden your horizons and come into contact with 
a ‘university’ environment. 

What would you say to anyone who is interested 
in learning more about Physics?
I would encourage those people to look things 
up outside of the syllabus. Sometimes it’s hard 
to consider school as anything but studying for 
exams, but educating yourself and exercising 
your curiosity will be useful when applying to 
universities, as well as when having conversations 
with other people in the science world. Being 
able to hold an intelligent conversation about 
something other than circular motion will both 
boost your confidence and open a lot of doors 
in the future. 

What are your plans after your studies at 
university?
Still undecided - I hope to keep studying things 
that interest me and hope they will lead me 
someplace I would like to be. 

Final thoughts 
Be curious. Curiosity isn’t a binary entity that you 
either have or don’t have. The brain is a muscle and 
as you explore more, in any field, you’re exercising 
your curiosity. When something comes along, as 
it inevitably will, that stumps you, the little voice 
that stops you from giving up will be curiosity. 
I might be paraphrasing Einstein.

“The brain is a muscle and 
as you explore more, in any 
field, you’re exercising your 
curiosity.”
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Full STEAM ahead
When I first meet with girls in Year 11 

or Lower Sixth, a frequent moan that 
I hear from the humanities-inclined 

students is “Why is everything so STEM based?”. 
As I’m sure all of our readers are aware, STEM 
stands for Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics and there is absolutely no doubt that 
in the current climate this is the sector where there 
are opportunities with good salaried positions. 
This does not mean that studying the Arts and 
Humanities to degree level and then looking for a 
job has had its day because of course it has not: 
there will always be the need and scope for the 
broad spread of careers across the Arts, Humanities 
and Creative Industries as well as STEM. In 
recognition of this necessary re-balancing of the 
Careers spectrum the acronym STEM is now often 
mutated to STEAM and, yes, the A stands for the 
all-important ‘Arts’.

At our recent Girls’ Schools Association Conference, 
entitled Girl Power: Women in Bio-Technology and 
Engineering, Professor Averil Macdonald OBE gave 
an inspirational talk based on her newly launched 
project for school age students entitled ‘People 
Like Me’. Her theme was listed in the programme as 
“Keeping Doors Open”. She recommends choosing 
A Levels very much with the acronym STEAM in 
mind so that if you are a Science-inclined student, 
remember the value of retaining a humanities 
based subject or extra-curricular activities and 
if you are a Humanities-inclined student bear 

in mind the power of retaining a Science and/or 
Mathematics subject. 

It is important to make use of natural aptitudes 
to find a job where you are happy and successful 
and this should be taken into consideration at all 
stages of the academic journey through GCSEs, 
A Levels, Higher Education and finally training. 
The STEM careers will always need those who 
are good at communication, who are personable 
and who are adept at abstract thought in order 
to promote and promulgate the attributes and 
properties of these subjects, as well as the 
continuous research and discovery in these areas. 
Entrepreneurial and creative industries in this day 
and age are increasingly reliant on STEM subjects 
and the most successful are usually those with 
good computer design and software development 
skills who make ideas reality. We cannot and should 
not separate the two sectors: they are “two sides of 
the same coin” and this is something that St Mary’s 
School, Cambridge recognises, acknowledges and 
encourages its students to take into account as 
they progress through the various academic stages 
of their school career. The new acronym STEAM is 
to be welcomed. It should encourage the teenagers 
of today faced with making important life 
determining decisions and choices at an age when 
such challenges can be very bewildering.

Mrs Sarah Newbery, Head of Careers and 
Work Experience

Professor Averil Macdonald speaking at the GSA conference 
Girl Power: Women in Bio-Technology and Engineering
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